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Politics & Society

41 Choosing Health Reform by California State Senator Sheila Kuehl
We can have universal health care now—if the Republican leadership will pass it.

45 The Art of the Possible by Michael Miller
Learn about the Massachusetts health-care reform plan.

46 National Health Insurance Begins at Home by Paul Glover
Ithaca's health-care co-ops demonstrate that health-care reform is already succeeding.

48 It's Not Just the Economy, Stupid by Daniel Sulmasy
We won't fix health care until we treat the sick as whole people, body and soul.

SpiritualActivism

51 Daniel Dennett's Theory of Religion by Daniel S. Levine
A spiritual progressive takes to task the work of the leading secular analyst of religion.

54 A Response to Daniel Levine by Daniel Dennett
In the spirit of true dialogue, the MIT philosopher issues a highly considered response.

57 The Passion Test by Swami Beyondananda
How humor fuels the new economy.

Israel/Palestine

59 When a Country Doesn't Take Responsibility by Jeff Halper
On the disconnect between Israeli public opinion and government policy.

63 America's Military Proxy by Stephen Zunes
Israelis are growing critical of their country's strategic alliance with the U.S.

Judaism

67 My Child's God—and Mine by Anne Trubek
This holiday season, one Jewish mother finds a path to God through her son.

70 One Day's Oil for Eight Days' Needs
by Rabbi Arthur Waskow and Russ Agdern
How to make our own eco-miracle by conserving oil during Chanukah.

72 A Family Reflection by Neal Rose, Carnie Rose, Klief Rose and Or N. Rose
A family of rabbis gains strength from their son's/brother's gay marriage.

74 Small Steps to LGBT Inclusion by Gregg Drinkwater
How can religious institutions walk the walk and truly welcome LGBT persons?
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On the centenary of Hannah Arendt's birth, Seyla Benhabib, Michael Hardt, Jacqueline Rose, Baruch Kimmerling, and others pay tribute to the legendary philosopher. (See page 81)